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Ábs f nse f

This thesis develops a new approach to the opt irrn:rn

decomposition of the second order polynomiar in active RC

network synthesis.

The main feature of this approach is tha¡ the de-

composition is based on a nev/ parameter m = tan Q, where

q is the angre of pore sensitivity with respect to the real
axis. The angre þ renders qualitative estimation of the

center frequency sensitivity and quality factor sensitivity"
The decomposiËion of three different types and vari-

ous design criteria are expressed explicitly as a function
of mr so that the optimum decomposition, with respect to a

certain specified performance criterion, is easily obtained

by a simple substitution, It is shown that in the decompositions

with real phantom zeros the value of m varies continuously

within a certain constrained interval; however, in the

decomposition with complex phantom zerose no such constraint
exist s .

(ii)
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Since J. Gn Linvitt ftAl demonstrated the possibility

of constructing inductorless filters in his pioneering

paper in 7954, numerous methods of active RC network synthesis

have been developed. The prominent aspect of the existing

techniques [1] - l+7, however, may be characterLzed by the

fact that a certain performance criterion being specified,

the optinn:m decomposition of the polynomial D(s) e $rith

respect to the criterion, is obtained in the form of

D(s) : d D,Cs¡ f rbD*$) ' (1 .1)

where ¡c . is the parameter of interest, s is the complex

variable, a and b are nonnegative real numbers, and

Or (s) and Dz (s) are monic polynomials with certain

constraints. Sensitivity minimlzation by means of polynomial

decomposltion, thereforee has been the main subject of

interest in system design, particularly !n active RC

network synthesis. In addition to sensitivitï, post-design

adjustment considerati-ons have made it common Practice

Ëo reaLize higher order active RC filters by cascading



second order sections Il] , [3J, [19J. Accordingly, in this
study, the decomposition of the second order polynomials

is cons idered exc lus ive ly "

The novel feature of the present method is the

introduction of a versatile variable m = tan{r where +
is the angle of pole sensitivitT, in the decomposition

before specifying performance criteria in such s vay that m

will be varied in a constrained range of real numbers.

rt has been shor¡n that the continuous variatlon of m

not only covers the existing optinnrm decompositj-ons [4J, [rz]
' but also offers a variety of decomposltions that naay be

chosen by a designer to be optirmrm i¡t different senses.

The proposed method, therefore, allows us to view overalr
performance taking the diverse criteria into account

sí¡ru.rltaneously .

Development of this work is based on the recognition
that the magnitude of pole sensitivity depends on the angb

f , and also it is the angle { that renders various measures

of Practical signif icance such as center frequenc¡z sensitivity,
qualLty factor sensitivity and stabllity marg!n" After
straightforward calculations, it is shown that the

polynomial D(s) can be expressed in the form of

Dcs) = d ful Dits,n) t' { b'Crn¡ pr'cs,rn) . (r "2)

Subsequently, the design criteria such as the magnitude

of pole sensitivLty, center frequency sensitivity, guality
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factor sensitivity, stability margin (s"M.) are written in
terms of m, respeetivelyr âs

= frtml ,
(1 .3)

så = lr"o,

S"M, = f"t^1 ,

where f,t"l, frû) , fr\, f+?) are retarivety simpte funcrions"
The trell-known Horowitz decomposition t4l turned out

to be the consequence of minimízing f,tr¡ and f.rnl reaving
the Possibility of optimizing otber criteria, and in Calahan

case f727 which is optirnr:m in rerms of f,(n), but not unj-gue¡

it is Possibte to optimize any combination of these crlteria
. simultaneously within the permissible range of m.

' usefulness of the proposed method stems from the
fact that the variable m can be varied continuousty within
a considerably v¡ide range. Examples are provided to illustrate
the versatility of the proposed method in chapter 3, where

. the mai-n part of the v¡ork is presenred" curves of lsP¡|,
c9 q0 rrê ñr ^ÈG^r &^ r--^Ji , ..)¿ vs" m are protted to demonstrate the signif icant
effects of rn as a design parameter"

The fundamental concepts of various sensitivities and

rerated topics are described in chapter z. They are pre-_

fsll : i, t^1 ,
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requisites to the main development of this t^Iork"



Aatåve

RC

rn an active filter, the rearLzatLon of comprex naturar
frequencies is achi-eved by decomposing the characteristic
porynomial, that is, the denominator polynomiar of a speci-
fied network function, into the difference or sum of two

suitably constrained polynomials o

The polynomlals are substracted in filters using
negat ive- impedance converter (n rc ) t I I [3 J , while they are

added in filters employing gyrator or controlted sources

with negative feedback [1J [5J"

In both casese the filter becomes increasingly sensitive
to active parameter changes as the complex pole pair *orr""
croser to the inaginary axis, The question of sensitivity to
parameter changes is, therefore, a matter of great importance

in active RC filter design.

There are various sensitivity measures by means of

which the performance of various types of active RC circuits

o¡ o O ¡ o

eEßsaEåvågy åm
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can be evaluated and compared.

rn this chapter, the most commonly used sensitivity
measures, viz,, the sensitivity of network function, pole,
qlrality factor and center frequency, are introduced.

A. NETI^IORK zuNCTION SENSITIVITY

rt has been shown that in a linear time-invari_ant
circult, the network functions, in general, have a bÍ-
linear de-oencence cn a single rarametar cf the given network
. ^1 ? t 1
lJJr L oJ" l'flere are some exceptions to this relaticnship
[rJ, [21J" such exceptions, hovever, are of relativery
little significance to this study. Therefore, the transfer
function of a linear active filter can be written as

Trs¡ = #+* - N,(s) {. r N¿(s)

Dr(s) f r D¿(s)
(2"1)

where iL is a variable parameter of interest and polynomials

N,(s), N¿(S) ' D¡(s) ana ÐzG) are functions of all other
fixed parameters and complex frequency s.

In the operation of active filters, it is very

important to investigate the effects of variations of active
parameters on the transfer function performance. The useful
definition of network function sensitivity with respect to
the variation of a single parameter is generally taken as

the reciprocal of Bodets sensitivity function [Z].

Definition 2-1. The sensitivity function S[dof the

network function T(srr) due to variations of the netr.rork



d,l !^ T(s) ]

pa ramet er X. is defined as

,^Ïcs) aJr:

nTC:)
ì)æ Nr (s)

N (5)
D¿(s)
D cs)

(2 "2)

(z "z¡

(2"4)

dtct> / trs,r)
d, r. ./ r-

In other words, the sensitivity of T(s), with respect

to f- is the percentate change in T(s) divided by the

percentage change in X- , with all changes considered

differentialy small. It should be noted that tltt is a

function of complex variable S.

From Equation (2"1) and Definition 2-1, it immediately

follows that

Dr(s)
D (s)

rx-l
L

N, cs)

N (S)

or

B. POLE SENSITIVITY

In some situations, for example, in a band pass filter
having a high selectivityr or in a notch filter with a sharp

depth, the variation of a resonant frequency or the change

of a notch frequency could be critical. As an estimate of

the change in pole or zero locations of net\,rork function,

due to an incremental variation in a network parameter,

pole or zexo sensitivity can be defined,
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DefinitLon 2_2. Let s = p be a pole or zero of the
network function T(srr) when ¿ takes its nominal value,
The pole or zelo sensitivity of T(s rr) is then defined
as [aJ,

s=F ' (2'5)

The concepts of pore and zeÊo sensitivity, being based
on the roots of polynomiar, are obviousry identicar, and

of ten they are simply ref erred to as rr root sensitivityn.
Root sensitivity ís a number in contrast to tf, which
is a function of the comprex frequency, s, rf the root is
real, the co'.esponding root sensitivity is rear, otherwise
it is a complex numbero

C, QUALITY FACTOR AND CENTER FREQUENCY SENSITIVTTY

since active filters are most practical when rearLzed
as a cascade of second order sections Il], [3], onry a

second order transfer function is consideredø
The two system parameters commonly used to characte rl.:ze

a second order filter section are the qual ity factor (

usually denoted by a .) and the center, or peak frequency
( usually denoted by * )"

Let

D(s) = s¿ + ¿Gs + wl'I
(z,ø¡

d,p

dr-,/ T
qP4
\,rÍ.

be the denominator of a second order transfer function
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where Ç!- 'ti < o for complex roots. In f ilter theoryo

Zto is termed as the rt3-db bandwidthrr of a bandpass filter
realized by a pair of complex poles and ,f is called
rrcenter or peak frequencyrr of the f itter, The quality factor
of a network is usualry defined as the magnitude of the

distance from either pole to the origi-n devided by t$¡ice

the magnitude of the real part of the pole rocation, i"e"

0 .A alP
(2 "7)ZÇc

Thus, the Q factor can be used to get a rough estimate of
the position of a pair of complex poles. The rarger the e
is, the closer th.e poles are to the jra axis for a given cùf

rn case of frequency selective firters, the quality factor
of. a pole pair also determines the shape sf resonanceo

Theref ore, a sensitivity and a¡ sensitivity which give
a measure of the effect of parameter changes on the

resonance shape and possibly on the stabirity margin for
high Q cases, are very important"

Definition 2-3. The q and ,r sensitivitles are defined

I3l as

êQ^ù¿: ¿r (n al
d"t Ln r-l (2"8)

do",/ a

-

dx/ r

d.úb lr,þ 
-dx/L (z "s7

qg A dlt"üp) :-r df ln rl
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where x- is a variable parameter,

These sensitlvities can be shown to be closely related
to the corresponding pole sensitivity [g]"

From Equation (2"6), the pole p and its conjugate
p* can be found as

P,P* = -q
where Cr)"L = A,L-P

ïhe pole variation can written as

(2 .1 o)

(2.11)

lzt
?J

dp :
?

be

+ i (+) qR.( v,!* (2 "72)

It is observed that when dp/p is real, dp/p moves

arong a radiar direction; when dp/p is imaginary, it is
tangential to the circle through pr which is centered at
the origin as shown in Figure Z.l . Clearly, this defines an

Fig " 2 "l Pole Variat ion



alternative orthogonal coordinate system

Equation (2,L2) can be written as

-df. + i dø-
-e_ + ìQc

Thus, from Equations (2"6) and (2"13¡, rnre have

_4L
P

11

dp = Re(¿p) + j.!m(¿p),

(2 ,13)

*.(+t) =

.J,n(+) =

û da" + d.dú. = Á-gL ,øi

it follows

^dç. +

Êda
6'-9.

da/ a
,tæ4

(2 "L4)

(2,15)

' (2.75)

,f

,P

Therefore,

ú_
P

From Equation (2"5) ,

J,, dal a
(r)f dñr¡ (2 "t6)

] . (2.17)

that

i La.qf: ,7c
dr

th erefore ,

s! ot"lî -îJoo
-_æ- r

Substituting Equations (2.14) and (2"L5) into Equation (2"17),



and from Definition 2-3, Equation (2 "17) can be

qf\)Í.

?

Let

+

Def ine

,/4F-

72

written as,

(2,18)

(z "ts¡

(2 "20)

(z "zt¡

q4
QL

,

l

K

Y

ST

and

Then, ãt P = - ûc + Jde,

.qaJL

5P" =M

Sl become s

dþ,

where

d"y)¿ +(d"x +e"Y)\b , (2 "22)

(2,23)ù"x + ûY
ø.Y - ee X

m ^- fan+ (2 "24)

Then,

al/c 4 rv
m a./{L-l (2,25)

t

I
L

M ( X-

-l

(G

0,,(L

Y
X

Now it is clear that netvrork synthesis, with prescribed
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angre of pole sensitivitr, can be achieved by decomposing

a polynomial in such a way that Equation (z,zs) is satisf ied
f or a given ù and 0)e "

rn the forlowing chapter, polynomiar decomposition

techniques are developed for the three cases such that the
decompositions are represented in terms of the angle
parameter mô
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l"lany active RC network synthesis techniques start with
decomposition of the denominator porynomiar of a specified
netÌ,{ork function T(s) in the form of

Dcs) (3 .1)

where a and b are positive real numbers t L is the parameter
of interest, and D,ts¡ and Dz(s) are monic porynomiars in sc

rn this chapter, the effects of continuous variation
of pore sensitivity angle will be investigated to obtain
useful informati_on on performance criteria such as center
frequency sensitivity and pore-Q sensitivity, The optimar
angle in terms of the specified criterion and corresponding
decomposition wilt be shown explicitly"

Three types of decomposition, having practical signi-
ficance¡ âîe chosen in this study, For obvious r€âss¡sr w€

will assume that the given polynomial is of second order,

+ (ÇrL + øi)s¿ f 2ûs

s& t ¿óì3

Dc:) =
+øf 2 (3.2)
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where 6: and e)c. are the rear and imaginary parts of the
pole respectively, and üf is the center frequency.

For convenience, the sum decomposition with each com-

ponent polynomial having negative real roots only is discussed

first and the difference decomposition with each component

polynomiâl having negative real roots and the sum decomposition

with one component polynomÍ-ar having complex roots in the

left-half s-p1ane are presented Iater.

A. SUM DECOMPOSITION : REAL ROOTS

Consider the decomposition

Drs) = aD(s) r rb D"(s) t Q.3)

where 3c is assumed to be positive, and the roots of the

monic porynomia rs r Dr(s) and D¿(s) , are restricted to
the negative reaL axis including the origin. Let the

degree of D,(s) be the same as that of DCs), and let the
degree of D¿(s) be equal to or Less rhan that of D(S),

Then, there are there possibte cases;

(i) Dr(s)o=¿ or(s)o =2 |

(¡i) D¡(s)o=Z D,(e)'=12

(¡¡ìl D,fs¡"=¿ De(s)o =o ,
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where D, cs)o and Drß)o denote

and D¿ (s) r re spect ive ly " If we

real roots, then the roots of

the pattern as shown in Figure

the degree of Dr (s)

assume that DCs) has no

Dr (S) and Dzß) must have

3.1 LtOJ.

3.1 A ploË of root pattern.
E: root of Dr(s), O: root of Da(s)

The root crosest to the origin (it may rie at the origin)
is a root of 0, (s). The two roots closest to infinity
(either or both of them may lie at infinity) must belong

to D¿(s). rt should be noted that since a summation of
polynomials is considered in this case, it is possible
to interchange the designations of DrCs) and Dz(S). If
the network parametex x deviates from its nominaL value,
the roots of Equation (3.3) are determined by the root
locus of the equation

K Dzts)
Dr (s)

+--" à

Fig.

where t^=

-t (3.4)
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For the second order polynominal, all the root

loci are either straight lines or circles and are sym-

metric with respect to the real axis [f1]. The root
Ioci for the three possible cases are shown in Figures

3.2r 3.3 and 3.4. Let us exami¡s the relationship between

pole sensitivity angle and root locus in the neighbourhnod

of nominal value of K.

Let S = p = -6'¿ +idc be a root of the polynomial

DCs) f ox the nominal value of K. For an incremental

change dK, the root at S=p wilt shift by an incremental

amount dp = -d Q. + jddc. The pole sensif ivity SP6 i"

Fig, 3"2 Root locus

trl: root of D

forDt(")o=2&D¿(s)= 2

(s) O: root of D (s)
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Fig. 3,3 Root locus f or

ct: root of D¿(s)

D¡(s)" = 2 &

O: root of

D"(s)" = 1"

D¿ (s)

Root locus

B: root of

for Dt(s)"Fig.3 "4
D (s)

2&, D¿(s) = 0.
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then given by

5l

Since the

pole sensitivity

qP
vI

d"p

dK/ K

-Aq+jdr¡l
dR/ K

K is real, the angle f of

(3"5)

(3,6)

(3.7)

d ol.:dE+

pa ramet er

is

i -t
TO.n

From the root locus shown in Figur " 3 ,2 t it is
obvious that the angle of the tangenrial line to the root
locus at s - p is also tarf'-S"

On the other hand, from Equation (3.3) tne pole

sensitivity with respect to parameter x at P = - C" + jrù"

can be derived as

Thus, the magnitude of pole sensitivity is

lsl I

â lo,rpll (3.8)
2 cùc

Therefore, the magnitude and angle of the pole

sensitivit¡¡, which are of interest, depend on how the

component polynomials D¡(9). and Dzß) are chosen in the

decompositlon. lt is shown in Appendix A that ID,CP;l
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has minimum value when DrCs) has a double root" For the
generar sum type of decomposition, carahan [12] has shown

that the mini¡mrm magnitude of poLe sensitivity occurs

when the component polynomials have doubre roots.
Thus, the decomposition that gives minimum matnitude of
the pole sensitivity shoutd be written as

Dcs) =4(sfd")¿ r rb(s+b")o, (3.9)

where a, ao , b and bo are nonnegative real numbers.

The root loci corresponding to this type of decomposition
are shown for tÌ^ro different angres in Figure 3n5, rt shourd

be noted that the interchange of roots of D,(s¡ and D¿(S)

would create an identical locus with opposite sense and

I /X replacing K.

Such a decomposition is optirm:m in the sense

that it gives a minimum magnitude of pore sensitivity.
It is, however, not unigue because A. and b, can assume

various values, and as can be seen from Figure 3,5, the

values of d. and b. depend on the angle of pore sensitivity"
Now, for a prescribed value m ¡ oÍ for a prescribed

angre of pole sensitivity, the optimum decomposition can

be found uniqueLy as follows :

(i) Find a srraighr line
pole p and whose slope is

The equation of this

which passes through the given
perpendicular to the given m.

straight line is
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û
Øc+a) û

?ILm
(3 "10)

(3"11)

(ii) Determine the center, -û , of the root locus which

passes through n [See Figure 3"5Jo

From Equation (3"10), it follows that

-Ç= -q(I-ml+6;-¡) e

(iii) Find the radius r of the root locus.

This can be found as

(3,12)

(iv) From (3"11) and (3"t2), the desired decomposition

is obtained by

Fig" 3.5 Root locus for optimum decomposition"
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Drs¡ *')]

^r)J

.,L
I

)

)'
r'b[rtóì{rt

J40"-l I Jr+rn¿

+

Therefore, we have

bo=

^t/d" = --t 1¿-\-

b=#
Note that

For ao to

b and bo are nonnegative for any real
nonnegative we require

W4 (m + lnæ1

ae

be

l+m¿

ao = qlr -/4oTl Un +Jr +r1¿)l

Alr t

(v) Calculate a and bu

l^/irh (3 "Z) and ( 3 . t3 ) ,

- ,)J

\.re can ident ify

me

from which we derive the constraint
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m

The sum decomposition

t^rith constra int (3 
" f 3 )

is nor¡¡ v¡ritten in terms of m

as follows"

Drs; = t(,- ffi) [r *q{r Urw.r)l]''
1-+ x-r, (r + #l [s*û[r +ffi(lftT-ùJJ' (3.r4)

decompos it ion, f rom Equat ion (3 "7)ï{ith th is

have

6; I + im,
JTTì¡'

(3,1 5)

(3"16)

sl =-

". lsll =

Thus, the decomposition of (3"14) gives the

magnitude of pole sensitivity ç¡6/Z which is
independent of m" This, as expected, is the same result
as shown by Calahan [fZ] " Note that in all types of sum

decomposition, regardless of nn:ltiple roots in component

polynomials, the angle constraint (3; l_3) always holds,
Therefore, iË can be concluded that in the sum

(3.13)
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decomposition, it is always possible to minimize the

magnitude of pole sensitivity while the angle of pole

sensitivity is varied to satisfy another desi-gn criterion.
In practical design, the characteristics of 9l
r,Oand òr versus m render very useful information,

From Equations (2.L8) and (3.15), it follows that

q?
!tf

Aq'-t (l-rn 40'-l) (3.17)
EQ¿ l*rn¿

(+f-Ù tm + +f-t ) (3 
" 
18)

E8' tfil¿

anö f or large 0r(: "L7) and (3.18) are reduced to

t- ¿mo (3"19)
4A

*r r-
-r.

q0 :-
"L

m + ¿8 (3 "20)2

respect ively "

The decomposition which gives zero a sensitivity was

f ir'st suggested by Kim and Phan [f :] and later phung, er

ar" [r+] added the technique of simultaneousry minimizing
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the magnitude of pore sensitivíty" rn this work, the same

resurt can be easily obtained by f inding m which mj.::jmizes

a sensitivity in Equation (3,I8).

Obviously, 5I =o when m = -øer=t- . Substituting
this value into Equation (3"1-4), it is arways possible to
obtain the optimum decompesition with zexo a sensitivity
as

S,F
T"

(3.22)

in [t +] , Ir shourd

a decomposition with

require a value of m

out s ide its permiss lble range . Hotvever , minimum Sf, wif l
m = -üt and maximum 5l

D(s) = *(' n%-l [, * z û û( 2a- /æ-tÐz

(3 "21 )

and thereforelfrom Equations (3.17) and (3.18) we have

r x #(, _F)[r+2ùe(zo +/[0"1¡]¿

+4.

sl

This result is the same as shown

be noted that it is impossible to find

zero üp sensitivity since this would
I

be f ound with either rB = - Æ or
,/4&' - ¡

occurs f or m = -J4F-t . Note that maximum {I occurs
'c0\^/nen rK l_s m1n1mumo
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Due to stability considerations, it is somet jmes

desirable to have Þ = + or equivalently m = -ooo By

substituting this value into Equations(3.14), (3.17) and

(3 .18 ) , we have

D(s) = (s+q.)z + c'(+o'-t),

s7=-þ!_1 (3 
" 23)

Examples: Consider the quadratic polynomial

DcE) = sz + 65 + 2î,

where we have

ñ=3t

e)L = 4t

øf = F'
d. =t

(i) For zero Q sensitivity, from Equation (3"21), hre have

D(5) = #[r *f J' r x' -iuls +r5]¿ ,

and therefore from Equations (3.16) and (3"22), it follows

that

4Q.'- t

EQ"
c0u,l¿

lnll : z



and consequently we obtain

lc.f [ = L ,l"r.l

27

q? = o.+
"l

sl= o

(ii¡ Forminirm:m q ,by substituting m= Æ =- =7r..' \t4d;_t z+

into Equation (3.14)¡ w€ have

D(s)= # sù + Í,-f¡tr*f)',

qq = o.SL '"F-

5i = -o'3:- '

and with m = -c0r from Equation (3"23) it f ollows that

Dts) = 1s+31' + x- + '

Itll = L'

S'r = o.lLt
"x-

n
S: = o'3L '

Continuous curves, Sf and Si vso me are plotted for
this example and for a - 10 of the frequency normaLized

case in Figs " 3.6 and 3 "7 , respectively"
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Fig. 3 "6 Irl_1, s[ & sl
( Q=s/ø ).
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\ lsil = s?

0.3,

a.Z

so/ -o.t

-o.L

- 0.3

Fig" 3.7 sll, sf e sf, ,,,. m

1 q=10, frequency normalLzed case ).
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B. DIFFERENCE DECCI'IPOSITION : REAL ROOTS

The difference decomposition is written

Dcsl = ¿Dr(s) fb0rcs1 ,

as

where a and b are positive real numbers and É is the

variable network parameter of interest, L is assumed to
be a positive real number.

Since the difference of polynomials is considered

in this decomposition, the roots of D(s) are determined

by a root locus satisfying the equation

(3 "24)

(3.25)K D¿ (S)

Dr ts)

where t( = L-,a^¿
Note that the Equation (3.25) ¿erines a 0o root rocus

For such a locus, the roots of Dr(s) and D¿(s) must be

Iocated on the netative real axis in a pattern shown in
Figure 3.8 [tO]. The roor closesr ro rhe origin (it may

Fig, 3.8 A plot of the roots of O1(s) and D2(s)

El : root of D1 (s) G : root of D, (s) 
"L



Iie at the

to infinity
D¿(s) '

origin) is a

(it may lie

root of D¿(s) and the

at infinity) must also

31

root closest

belong to

Fig.3"9 Root locus" E: root of D1(s) O: roor of D2(s),

The root locus with this root pattern is shown in
Figure 3.9.

Here again, the minimization of the magnitude of

pole sensitivity is our main interest, From Equation (3,8),

it is obvious that the minimLzarion of Itl I is achieved

by minimizing ô.10r(P) l. In Equation (3,24)r w€ can observe

that a has minimum value of unity when p¿(s) has a zero

at infinity, i.eoe the degree of D¿(s) is lower than

that of Dr(s) by onec Furthermore, it is arways desirable

to have Dr(s) in the f orm of (" + ,, ¡" rather than

(s + o( ) (s + p ) in order ro minimize Int{n) l. [s"" Appendix
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.|
AJ" Theref ore, the decomposition which gives the mini¡num

magnitude of pole sensitivity should be of the form

DcsT = ¡s+4"1¿'Lb (s+o(), (3"26)

where ê6 and 4 aÊe nonnegative real numbers.

Such a decomposition shall be referred to as the

optimum decomposition in the sense that it gives a minimum

magnitude of pole sensitivLt,y" The root locus of Equation

(3"26) is shown in Figure 3,10, and we can easily see the

direct relationship between the angle Þ and the 
"itÀg}."

root of D:-(s).

Fig, 3 
" 
10 Root locus 

"

E: double root of Dl(s)

O: root of D¿(s).

t,

c

f
T.

? rÐ\
| \,.
I "a

t\
t\

l--{
-€

I

I
I
I
I
I

tl

PO

-d, 0
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Using Equations

and 4o are fuond as

d,

âL{,o

(3"11) and (3.12), the values 4

I - m 4Q"-l) r (3.27)

(s . za¡

(1¡æ- r/¡)f t *Ç(r-rn

i - (n -{ffi)Æ'-tJ "

are positive for any real
it is required that

9

JAa¿=T-

decomposition, from Equations

of

G(

6:l

Substituting Equations (3.27) and (3 "28) into (3.26) ,
and equating Equation (3"26) with Equation (3.2), the value

of b can be obtained, Nor^t, the optimum decomposition can

be written in terms of m as follows,

Þcs¡ = [ s t e"[ t + -*)ll'

-.*

be

êo and b

nonnegative,

ITI g For o( to

(3.30)

(3"7) and (3.8)

Ift

v/e

l^Iith th is

have

sl - G /4Fl

lst l

"[Trrl(r + ;m¡ '

{+m' (ú-,mt-?n),

Appendix B that ItLl

(:,st ¡

* rn¿

40"

It is shown in asa monotonica l-
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ly decreasing function of

I tll occurs when m has

(3.31 )

rrì n Hence , the lea st va lue

the upper I imit va lue , i. e " ,

of

By

,

TTL (3.32)

substituting this vaLue into Equations (3.29) and

we have

Dcs) = (s+¿to)'-x *(zA-r)s

Sf : Qc¿s-1)(L+¡ ff=l ' (3"33)

I ,Ll
2 6;û" (za-L)

respect ively,

Note that this coincides with Horowitz decomposition

[tsJ.
As in tf," case of the sum decomposition S! and Så

can be expressed as functions of rlr, From Equations (2.18)

and (3.31), it follows that

+a"-1
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qq
-r (3.34)

qa=
"L

For large Q, Equatons (3"34)

(3.35)

and (3,35) are reduced

to

¿â"
(3 .36 )

sl L (fffiF-n)(m+za) , (3 .37)

respect ively.

From Equations (3.34) and (3.35), it is observed that

Sî=o for m
Gq¿ -T (3.38)

nDg
LI

"L

5ï =o {or

l+a¿ -Tr) (¿md- -l)

and (3.39)

Obviously, Equation

Horowitz decomposition"

(4ùt- 1¿ f fT ì/ t-
4Q" \v r r m'-mJ('rn +'/40"-t

(3"38) ccincides with the
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Substituting Equation

we obtain the decomposition

(3.39) into
of zero a

Equat ion (3 "29) ,

sensitivity âs ¡

of

D(s) = I
.-[- /4Fl (¿e. tr4o{T)( s + 4 e- 8') ' (3 "40)

(3,+t ¡

-J4çr1.(za.tJ44{
(3 "42)

0t

Exãmples : Cons

.

(i) ¡'o. *i., | 5r.l

then from Equat

quadratic polynomial

+ 25.

e choose

= 0.7t ,

4^
ffòe

v?F-1
3 "33) , \^/e

=(s+5

ider

D(s)

and

w=
ion (

D (s)

I'll

aga in

^2.ù

tt)9

S¿

the

+6s

=0, l^l

I

have

f r.'

5t

.lß
¿- vcT

Thus , f rom Equa t ion (3 .31 ) , Ì^¡e have

lSLl : /ùoJ+qã-l (¿c'+GaTT)

and from Equation (3.34) and (3"35), r^re f ind

[¿Q + tæ1)72

q?
"L

qQ
;JL

as expected.

Note that this magnitude is smalls¡ than that
the decomposition sugtesred in [l:J,

= /n)"
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Thus, from Equation (3.34) and (3"35)e Lt follows

that

t?

sl

= 0e

= 0,667 .

(ii) For tl, = o' $re take

then from Equation (3"40),

D(s) = ( s +

and subsequently we obtain

= -4/3r and

f o llows tha t

T-K'#("+2s/3),

in Fig. 3"11 and 3"I2

frequency normaLized

m

ir

15

Irll = zo,

(iii) For

and the pertinent

odP"Í.

ôs;=
m = 0, from

D(s) = (

-4,

0"

Equat ion (3 "29) we have

s + 7 t -r'$l( s + 3 ),

are found as

4,

-t2/25,

64/75'

values

I'll =

o)osr' =

e,sL=

I tll , sl and sf; *," "

for this example and

case ¡ rêspectively "

m

a

are plotted

= 10 of the
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q
:o

sg lsll
I o loo'

¡ 
IS?,1

-L .'

Fis. 3.11 Itll ,

(a

tl * si vso

= 5/6) "
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sl sl lsll
tooo

'2oo -looo

Fig. 3 "1,2

(Q=

ril,sf a.& SÉ vso m

normaLized case) 
"

10, frequency
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C. DEC@IPOSITION WITH COù'f PLEX ROOTS

In the preceeding ti,ro sections, sensitivity studies

have been conducted under the constraint that the component

polynomials Dl(s) and D¿(s) have only negative real

roots. In this section, the constraint will be relaxed

so that D¿(s) *"y have a pair of complex roots,

Herbst [10] demonstrated that smaller pole sensitivities

can be achieved if the phantom zexos are allowed to be

complex, In order to minimize a pole sensitivLty, he

considers a polynomial decomposition with phantom zexos

on the imaginary axis only,

Uaytin [2] advanced new netvrork configurations

which can be reali-zed by a polynomial decomposition

with complex phantom zeros in the teft-tialf s-plane" llith

this decomposition it is possible to prescribe the magnitudes

of pole sensitivities as small as desired with any a

factor. However, he restricts the angle of pole sensitivity

to tr,ro cases only" Sometimes, this restriction causes a

large spread of passive element values and/or very large

values for the active parameters in the case of high a

factors "

Burkhardt, et al" [tZ] presented a polynomial decom-

position which allows the specification of magnitude
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as werl as the angle of pole sensitivity in advance. He

shows that if only the magnitude is prescribed, the active
gain parameter can be minimjzed by proper choice of the
angle of pole sensitivityo

rn the folrowing, a method of porynomial decomposition
is presented for the prescribed magnitude and angle of pole
sens it ivity .

' Consider the decomÞosition

D(s) : dD,cs) + r,bD¿(s).r (3.43)

where the monic polynomial D¿(s) rnay have a pair of complex

roots in the left-half s-plane. Note that since a summation

of polynomiars is considered, the designations of Dr(s)
and D¿(s) are interchangable"

' As in the sum decomposition case before, the roots
of Equation (3.43) are determined by the root rocus of

K Dz(s) ,
(3 "44)Dr (s)

Lwhere (=fr{, 
"

From the sensitivity point of view [Se" Appendix A],
it is arways advantageous for Dt(s) to have a double

rootr therefore, this particular decomposition witr be

discussed" The root loci of such decompositions are shown

in Figure 3,13 for tr^7o different angles of the pole sensi-
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Fig. 3.13 Root. locus for given angle" {r and {¿ ,

trl: double root of D1 (s) Q: root of D2(s),

tivity, As can be seen, if an antle of pole sensitivity

is given, the circle portion of the root locus is uniquely

determined, and hence D1(5) is determined if it is to have

a double root on the negative real axis, No\^/, the magnit-

ude of pole sensitivity with prescribed pole sensitivity

angle depends only on the locations qf phantom zeros"
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Therefore, a decomposition with Prescribed angle and magni-

tud can be obtained as follows;

(i) For a given m, f ind the center, -Ç, of the circle

portion of the root locus "

As in the Previous casesr it is

-Ç = -q(1-rrt

Crr> I^Jrite the equation of the

' From Equations (3"\2) and

as

From Figure 3.13, it

tÌ^¡o dif f erent ca ses;

(") Both intersections of the

axis occur in the left-half s-plane.

values of m such that

tû+û(t-n{æa n ,,f = 6i'(+0"-t)(t+m'), (3.46))l'
can

J+er{t) ,

circle.
(3.45), ir

(3 "45)

can be represented

be observed that there are

circle and the real

This happens f,or

1 - zql_ (3,47)

(b) Only one of the intersections is on the negative

real axis, This happens when m is constrained by

rft

v L - 28L

{vf:rm (3.48)
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(iii) t¿rit. the form of decomposition,

Designatin$ phantom zeros as - d,o

two possible decompositions in case(a);

+ j ß" , there are

D (s)

d.o 7 q'

r[rf¡f-

+d,)¿ " p:J (3 "49.a)

fvc

Lb

Ir-
I r'

+ *)J ]¿

t

for
and

(3"49.b)

f or c{o

Note that the root roci of (3.49.a) and (3.4g.b) are
on the same circle with the direction opposite to each other"

In case(b), the only possible decomposition is of
the form

0ts) = a[ r tÇ.[r r Ì--'---:-. f 'l åIm-lLrn")lI

+ .b{(s+'to)'* pll ' (3.50)

for d,o 6ì"

Dcsr = a[ttGl L-Ilñ@-¡¡¡6fl1
t *b [ ( st o{,)¿ . ft'l

only the decomposition

will be discussed.

Hereafter

such that do ( û
with phantom zeros

The treatment of
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the other case is identical,

(iv) Represent a and b in terms of m and the magnitude

of pole sensitivity,
From Equarions (3.7), (3"49,a) and (3.50), rhe pole

sensitivity can be written as

5l = a t Go;; ('/i*'nr-m)(r +;n) o

magnitude

as Me from

be obta ined

(3.51 )

(3.52)
Thus,

mis
and

sll

teIf rh

g iven

b can

of pole sensitivity with prescribed

Equations (3.50) and (3,43), a

âs¡

a.
M (rn * /t-+ mã¡

6¿F-oTi ú +æ

q ú%{l Jt't ilÉ,

M (m + fltnri)

Now Equation (3"50) can be written as

M (m +ftffit1

].

(3 "53)

D(s) = I s r ei r - JãFi r' - trr',]]"

] I rt + 4o'l'r f:]

Ç ¿Pi Jiïr'¿

M (n +m-I+{ rf,-
r¿' ÇÆi Jrñr¡,

(3.54)
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(v) Find

By

obta ined

ol,o and p, in

equating Equation

AS

terms of m

(3.2) with

and M.

(3,54) , do can be

e iGF- 1 ( ûvG'1ì2- M) - m f.ffi t@]
(qI+eã-l -M )-,t-æ -rnM

r (3 "ss)

þ, = [ C'r+o"-r)(r+zn) -lÇrr-rn 40"-t) -o'J']å. (3.s6)

It is interesting to note that on plotting appropriate

root loci, the nature of aLternative decompositions can be

easily seen without carrying out the detailed mathematics,

I^Iith this decomposition, from Equation (2"18) w" have

mC(t + rnJãF:ll

do=

Thus, from Equation (3"46), P, is

q

sl M6ìJ4F1 (m _@)
(3,57)

(3 ,58)

Example: Consider the quadratic polynomial

D(5) = S¿ + 65 f 25"

Let it be desired for a decomposition to have zexo

sensitivity and magnitude of pole sensitivity, M = 1"

From Equation (3,57), it follows that
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-rJp LSr = 0 for m=--= 3/4,o - /4eEL

Subst itut ing these va lues of m and I',1 into (3 .54) ,
(3.55) and (3"56) we obtained the desired decomposition as,

DcsT = #(r* lt)t

+{ #{ (r* +f n("f )"J
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The technique of obtainlng varlous decompositions

of the second order polynomial is presented, The main

feature of this thesis is that the decomposition is based

on a nevù Parameter m which varies continuously within
a certain interval" It is shown that in the sum and

difference type decompositions with real phantom zerose

the interval is constrained by Equations (3.13) and

(3"30) respectively, and no such constrain exists if the

phantom zeros are allowed to be complex numberso Once

the performance criterion is specified, the parameter m

may be properly chosen to yield the decomposition which

corresponds to the optinnrm performance in terms of

sensitivities" The well-known decompositions, such as

Horowitzrs and Calahants, are only the special cases of

the general decomposition'. AIso, it is shown that in the

sum case with real roots, the optimum decomposition with
same minimum magnitude of pole sensitivity is always

possible for any angles wit.hin the constraint. In the

dif f erence case, however, the Horowit,z decomposition gives
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the reast mini¡m:m matnitude of pole sensitivity, theref ore,
a decomposition with desired angle can be obtained only
at the expense of the magnitude. The pertinent decompositions

are presented in the form of explicit functions of prescribed
angle so as to be of practicar use in Equations (3.14) and

(3.29), respectivery. Furthermore, f or the sum case with
complex phantom zeros, the decomposition is expressed in the

form of expricit function of pole sensitivity angre, m ,

and the magnitude, M ¡ âS well in Equation (3"54)" The

desired decomposition can be ed.siry obtained by simple

substitution of the given values. Also, the useful design

criteria, such as s4 and s? ¡ âre expressed as a
function of the angle of pole sensitivit¡ m , in
Equations (3"17), (3"18), (3"34), (3.35), (3.57) and (3.58).

These useful expressions enable a circuit designer to
obtain a decomposition that may satisfy other design criteria,
€.8n, stability marginr spread of element values, z.ero a
or zeîo Øf sensitivitlretc.. As shor¡n in ltl), it could

be usedto minimize a gain factor with prescribed magnitude

of pole sensitivity,

It is worth observing that this method could apply

to the network configurations which can be real Lzed by

the coefficient matching rechnique [Sj, IZO)"
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APPENDIX A

Consider the second order polynomial

Dr(s) = (s +d)(s +p),

where d. and p are positive real numbers.

(e - 1)

+pl (e- z)

lpnÉl=crobviously
either b=c or

respectively.

Fit.l Case for b = c Fí9"2 Case for b t c

there

b{c

The magnitude of D¿ (p) is

lor(o)l = ln +* ¡ lo
Letting In+"f¡ =þ and

are tr,ro possibilities, i. e " ,

as shown in Figures I and 2,

-pi
þm+ t¿



LçÐp(-d) and denote rhe bisected antte as 0 .

Then, in Fígure 1 , it is clear that

dz

From Figure 2, assuming c 2 b, we have

* = b¿+ dL 2bdcosâ,
m¿ = c¿ + d¿ Zcd cos g ,

crz - ,brrÊ= (c u) (¿¿ _ bc) ,

oon dL -bc= W " (A- 4)

Also

+ = å*jÌ;.þ=+. (A-5)
crearry the sign of Equation (e-+) depends on the

sign of ("fl b*"). From Equarions (e-+¡ and (¿-S), ir
follows that

.f bmz = cr¿ (LTn ) < o. (A - 6)

Hence,

a¿4uc c (e-7)
Theref ore, as long as d, I p , \^re can always

choose d such that dz < bc" Any possibre advantage is
Iostwhen O=P"

51

Draw a straight line d which bisects the angle

(e-3)
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APPENDIX

M_

D iff e rent iat

that

For m 20,
trl-le " Since both

hold when they are

For m ( 0, it is always

oPlorl

rl0-'Ò

d¡l
Tm /iT 141¿-

dc

+

is

4m4

= ,",f-Ñl[+r,tt
M with respect to

true that

-'t-m)' (n l)
m, it foLlows

2*/T;;z 1ZmL + I,

Iet us assume that

sides are positive,

squared, Squaring

/+¡n¿ + 4m+

which means that the assumption

(s 3)

Expression (B-3) is
the inequatity must

both sidesr w€ have

+ 1,

true 
"
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